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Welcome to the inaugural Cooper Parry Debt Advisory market update
focused on Leverage Finance for private equity transactions. In this article
we will focus on the following themes:

•  The shift from bank to alternative lenders continues, although non-bank options for the smaller-cap  
PE market remain fairly limited

•  Banks still provide a viable vanilla offering for smaller-cap transactions with some innovation being seen

•  Furthermore, we have regularly seen banks able to provide more flexible, revolving facilities as part 
of the transaction funding which helps lower absolute interest costs and therefore bolsters investor 
returns.

•  In response to both the alternative lenders and to try and keep other banks out of the game, some 
banks have established partnerships with institutional lenders who provide larger ticket sizes which 
therefore leverages that bank’s contribution

As we pass the Brexit withdrawal date of 31 January, most market participants are welcoming the expected 
increase in certainty that passing through this major milestone should bring. Elements of uncertainty remain 
however; in addition to that around the implementation of Brexit, global trade tensions and concerns around 
potential recessionary conditions returning, continue to play against continued high levels of capital available to 
be deployed in both equity and debt markets.

In the UK, there is little doubt that M&A and debt market activity has been in a holding pattern over the last year or 
so – especially at the upper-mid and large-cap parts of the market. However, the majority of Cooper Parry’s clients 
and transactions are in the lower-mid market and have been,  maybe, less affected by some of this market sentiment 
and, indeed, we have continued to see good levels of activity in both M&A and debt markets throughout 2019.

So, what have we been seeing in the debt markets, and what issues might borrowers and investors look out for 
over the next 12 months or so?

The shift from bank to alternative lenders continues.

• Continued enthusiastic levels of fund raising and new fund managers being established.

•  Slightly lower volumes in mid-market, fund-financed transactions, meaning there remains copious amounts 
of capital available for deployment.

•  A number of new alternative lenders now focused on the lower-cap market, but we still see material 
differences in appetite and costs of capital between banks and funds; meaning there sometimes is not 
a viable “middle ground” alternative between the two, i.e. providing capital in in the mid/high single digit 
returns. 

•  Continued chatter about the risk to this market in a downturn, with the majority of funds not possessing in-
house restructuring expertise.



Banks still provide a viable vanilla offering for small-cap transactions and we have seen some innovation 
despite their regulatory constraints.

•  In our market we still predominantly see banks providing the debt capital; often because sponsors are not 
keen to over-lever their investments and there is often, therefore, little rationale in paying more for a credit 
fund structure.

•  Banks are still therefore able to differentiate at this level and, mostly, can price competitively for the lower 
levels of leverage generally being sought.

•  Furthermore, we have regularly seen banks able to provide more flexible, revolving facilities as part of the 
transaction funding which helps lower absolute interest costs and therefore bolsters investor returns.

•  In response to both the alternative lenders and to try and keep other banks out of the game, some banks 
have established partnerships with institutional lenders who provide larger ticket sizes which therefore 
leverages that bank’s contribution.

•  The alternative is that banks are reduced to providing Super-Senior working capital facility in a credit-fund 
financed deal, lowering their influence and importance in the overall funding structure.

•  Furthermore we see a number of new bank lenders trying to establish themselves in the lower-mid PE market.

The relatively low volumes of transactions means that both banks and funds remain keen to deploy capital 
and we have seen competitive offers from both banks and credit funds.

•  On the various transactions we have closed over the last 12 months, we have seen strong competition 
amongst the banks and often the decision on the final funder has come down to existing sponsor or 
company relationships as final terms have been very tight.

•  For the right situation, alternative lenders present a real opportunity to obtain a different form of capital 
which provides permanency and maybe more “sleep at night” capital, albeit at a higher cost.

Borrower-friendly terms from larger deals continue to find their way into smaller-cap deals.

We consistently seen terms that, a few years ago, would more generally have been seen in larger deals, now 
filter down into our part of the market. Such as;

•  Greater levels of covenant headroom in bank structures with more borrower flexibility around EBITDA  
add-backs and Holdco / NED costs.

• More borrower-friendly margin ratchet structures, kicking in earlier and with more flexible ratchets.

• More flexibility around the number and application of equity cures.

•  Accordion facilities are now the norm in the majority of deals although, in bilateral financings, we question 
the real value of these.

• More borrower-friendly approaches to cash overfunding and the use of balance sheet cash. 

Cooper Parry’s experienced debt advisory team is led Paul Ambrose who has many years of experience advising 
and lending to all types of mid-market businesses. If you would like to discuss how we can help you raise, 
refinance or restructure debt facilities for your investee companies then please get in touch.
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Paul.ambrose@cooperparrycom
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